system with total angular momentum zero (for simplicity we con6ne the discussion to the case of spin zero for the E meson and we assume angular momentum conservation in weak interactions) will have I. = -1. Therefore only the long-lived component will be able to decay into 3m'. For a m+x m' system we denote by (t, t') the state for which / is the relative m+x angular momentum and l' the angular momentum of x with respect to the m+x center of mass. The states of total angular momentum zero are (0,0), (2,2),~~~, for which L= -1, and (1,1), (3, 3) , , for which L=+1.
Decay into states of the first group will be forbidden for the short-lived component; decay into states of the second group will be forbidden for the long-lived one. Therefore decay into 3m mould be very infrequent for the short-lived component, for which 2x decay is allowed, 3x decay would be forbidden, and x+m~' decay without centrifugal barrier would also be forbidden. The decay curve for E' (or 
